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The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) was established by the Affordable Care Act of 2010 to promote comparative effectiveness research (CER) to assist patients, clinicians, purchasers, and policy-makers in making informed health decisions by advancing the quality and relevance of evidence concerning the manner in which diseases, disorders, and other health conditions can effectively and appropriately be prevented, diagnosed, treated, monitored, and managed through research and evidence synthesis.

The development of PCORI is vested in the Medicare Modernization Act (MMA) and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). The framework of CER and PCORI describes multiple elements which are vested in all 3 regulations including stakeholder involvement, public participation, and open transparent decision-making process. Overall, PCORI is much more elaborate with significant involvement of stakeholders, transparency, public participation, and open decision-making. However, there are multiple issues concerning the operation of such agencies in the United States including the predecessor of Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the Agency for Healthcare Policy and Research (AHCPR), AHRQ Effectiveness Health Care programs, and others.

The CER in the United States may be described at cross-roads or at the beginnings of a scientific era of CER and evidence-based medicine (EBM). However the United States suffers as other countries, including the United Kingdom with its National Health Services (NHS) and National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), with major misunderstandings of methodology, an inordinate focus on methodological assessment, lack of understanding of the study design (placebo versus active control), lack of involvement of clinicians, and misinterpretation of the evidence which continues to be disseminated.

Consequently, PCORI and CER have been described as government-driven solutions without following the principles of EBM with an extensive focus on costs rather than quality. It also has been stated that the central planning which has been described for PCORI and CER, a term devised to be acceptable, will be used by third party payors to override the physician's best medical judgement and patient's best interest. Further, stakeholders in PCORI are not scientists, are not balanced, and will set an agenda with an ultimate problem of comparative effectiveness and PCORI that it is not based on medical science, but rather on political science and not even under congressional authority, leading to unprecedented negative changes to health care. Thus, PCORI is operating in an ad hoc manner that is incompatible with the principles of evidence-based practice.

This manuscript describes the framework of PCORI, and the role of CER and its impact on interventional pain management.
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The most entrenched conflict of interest in medicine is a disinclination to reverse a previous opinion (1). Yudkin, Richter, Gale. Lancet 2011; 377:1220-1222.

The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) was established by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA) as a major new program for comparative clinical effectiveness research. It is a private non-profit, tax-exempt corporation, to “assist patients, clinicians, purchasers, and policy-makers in making informed health decisions by advancing the quality and relevance of evidence concerning the manner in which diseases, disorders, and other health conditions can effectively and appropriately be prevented, diagnosed, treated, monitored, and managed through research and evidence synthesis (2-5).” The ACA’s directive that the institute, “shall enter into contracts for the management of funding and conduct of research with government agencies and academic or private sector research entities and that it shall give preference to the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) and National Institutes of Health (NIH),” forces the use of failed policies. It creates a politically-driven program with the attendant dangers of central planning and Recipients of healthcare services are at risk of having stakeholders who are not scientists or physicians setting the final agenda, using political and financial, rather than medical, criteria. The entity would be without congressional oversight, freeing it from the usual checks and balances (2-7). Unfortunately, PCORI is functioning in an ad hoc manner, with a history of using process to determine outcomes that are incompatible with evidence-based practice even in the opinion of most liberal politicians or scientists, leading to unprecedented negative consequences of health care and credibility of evidence-based medicine.

On March 23, 2010, President Obama signed into law the most sweeping health care system reform legislation since Medicare was enacted in 1965 (2-4). The ACA is not only historic and transformational, but profoundly troubling for some and controversial for many (2-8). Whatever the future of the ACA, legislatively or judicially, its impact will be long lasting in many forms — including the practice of medicine. While the ACA may make health insurance available to an additional 34 million Americans (4), it does not provide the coverage for many individuals and may detrimentally affect others, and the regulatory environment will adversely affect the practice of medicine (9). It has been state that professional independence could be affected by fundamentally altering the relationship between individual Americans and the federal government (7,9).

The ACA established two independent and independently funded boards to control costs. The Independent Payment Advisory Board’s (IPAB) task is to implement target growth rates for Medicare, while the PCORI task is to evaluate and apply effectiveness research (CER) (2-4,10,11).

The major impact of the ACA on physicians is related to these 2 boards. The IPAB has been described by the president as the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) on steroids. Thus, the PCORI focus on CER may, in an analogous manner, be described as AHRQ on steroids. The intent underlying the formation of the two panels is that they will, with their comingled effects on what care can be provided and what will be paid, provide high quality care at a reasonable cost. The reality is that neither of them will be practical or appropriate. In fact, while gains may be none to modest based on administrations and Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) projections, the permanent deleterious effects and regulatory influence measured in dollars, but more so in declining quality, access, complicated delivery system, and finally without any change or increase in costs. Recently the Institute of Medicine (IOM), another organization within the Department for Health and Human Services (HHS), has provided a recommendation that the PCORI, should be the central organization to provide CER (9), independent from congressional oversight (12). This absence of check or balance creates the possibility of uncontrolled regulatory activism.

The supporters of the PCORI and ACA continue to tout the advantages of the PCORI and CER and its components including the methodological committee (11-18). The supporters of the PCORI believe this research could educate patients and help them make better medical decisions. It is true that this organization indeed could foster patient education and benefit patients and doctors. In a 2008 report exploring ways to reduce health care costs, the CBO wrote that CER, “would gradually generate modest changes in medical practice as providers responded to evidence on the effectiveness of alternative treatments, the net effect of which would be to reduce total spending on health
care in the United States by an estimated $8 billion from 2010 to 2019 (or by less than 1/10 of 1%) (19). Thus, CER would generate some savings, but not nearly enough to support the industry budget of over $2 trillion a year. Further, this analysis does not take into consideration the regulatory costs and stifling effect analysis of bureaucratic oversight on the practice of medicine. In addition, in an earlier report, the CBO wrote that for CER to significantly decrease spending, the government would probably need, “additional legislative authority to allow the program to consider relative benefits and costs in a more extensive way and to modify the financial incentives facing doctors and enrollees accordingly (20).”

President Obama has promised that CER won’t lead to rationing. However, Donald Berwick, MD, the recess appointee as the Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the organization within which PCORI exists, has expressed lavish praise for National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) and its restrictions on care. In a 2009 interview with Biotechnology Healthcare, Dr. Berwick said NICE has “developed very good and very disciplined, scientifically grounded, policy-connected models for the evaluation of medical treatments from which we ought to learn” (21). Consequently, the PCORI either is America’s NICE or could easily become one.

In contrast to the supporters (6), opponents state that CER is not a medical science, but a political science and will be detrimental to health care with its potential dangers of cost emphasis and centralization which will be used by payors to override the physician’s best medical judgement and patient’s values. Further, the ACA and PCORI are not interested in working on intricate issues of CER, the appointment process, methodologic quality assessment, the cost, and its eventual non-effectiveness. It appears that the basic concept that everything should be performed based on CER or evidence-based medicine (EBM), is not applied to these regulations (11-18). In an editorial in Lancet (22) authors write about guiding the guidelines complimenting the IOM’s 2 complementary sets of standards to improve the quality of systematic reviews and clinical practice guidelines (12,23). The potential harm from the PCORI depends on how the research is used, which could easily quell medical innovation by centralizing care. The fear is that officials seeking to control costs would use this research to restrict access to more costly medical interventions as done by NICE. As the government puts more people into the US health care system and the promised savings, fail to materialize, there will be tremendous pressure on elected officials to slow spiraling costs, which can reduce access and quality.

Every guideline, editorial, and article repeats the same issues that clinicians can be overwhelmed by the quantity of reported clinical evidence, and often need to rely on aggregated evidence to guide decision-making. But, after spending millions of dollars they recommended 21 standards to systematic reviews and 8 for guidelines, which probably will never be followed even by the makers of IOM guidelines. Further, these are not new, these are already available in the literature such as Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA), Quality of Reporting of Meta-analyses (QUOROM), Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT), Strengthening of Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE), and Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE) (24-41). The same investigators and agencies have provided the same or similar guidelines with previous failures such as the Agency for Healthcare Policy and Research (AHCPR) and the birth of AHRQ (42-45). It also has been suggested that CER needs incentivizing and centralizing (46). Further, despite PCORI the billions to be spent on CER, there are advocates who continue to recommend that an additional independent organization should be created that would work with multiple stakeholders to develop guidelines potentially to improve their quality (47). These authors, without evaluating the guidelines properly and by looking at only the headlines, concluded that guidelines from NICE were more rigid and appropriate than AHRQ guidelines which provided more autonomy.

In the United States similar to England, numerous publications have come and gone with changing concepts increasing only the costs of implementation in an ad hoc manner. This increasing cost of implementation is incompatible with evidence-based practice, yet promoted as EBM. These include IOM standards of patient safety (48-60), AHCPR guidelines (42-45), issues related to infection control and implementation of safe injection practices (61-67), and the well known mammography guideline fiasco (68,69), ever-changing recommendations of hormone therapy (70,71), and American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (ACOEM), American Pain Society (APS), Official Disability Guidelines (ODG), and Washington State Authority guidelines (30-41,71-76). We live in a world in which nurses spend time educating patients who are intubat-
ed and unconscious about the risk of falls because such education is a marker of quality.

Further, methodologists tend to ignore the fundamental principles of methodology and clinical relevance and more importantly patient preferences in production of guidelines (38,39,77,78). These concepts can lead to unsubstantiated cost savings (79). In a manuscript evaluating CER and its ability to pay for itself, Elshaug and Garber (79) have projected an 80% savings in costs associated with vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty by eliminating the use of these two procedures on the evidence derived from 2 poor quality randomized trials, that were published in the New England Journal of Medicine (79-81). The literature is replete with numerous examples of such abuses in EBM and CER literature which may be leading to the PCORI and may exceed abuses in practices of medicine — the former leading to severe restrictions of access, significant rationing in health care, and the latter leading to overuse and abuse.

1.0 Evolution of the Concept of Comparative Effectiveness Research

Despite the controversy surrounding comparative effectiveness over the past several years, as evidenced by the multitude of publications, both for and against, which the field has inspired over the years, CER has become the most celebrated research initiative in medicine in the United States. However, CER has been practiced too long considered a new concept or standard of practice, with its intellectual roots being traced back to mid eighteenth century Scotland and “arithmetical medicine” practiced by the graduates of Edinburgh Medical School (38,39,82). The first comparative effectiveness study, in fact, was initiated by James Lind who undertook a controlled trial of 6 separate treatments for scurvy (82). In the United States, the first use for CER has been attributed to Ernest Codman, at the beginning of the twentieth century, with his founding of “outcomes management” in patient care (83).

CER is defined by the IOM (84) as, “the generation and synthesis of evidence that compares the benefits and harms of alternative methods to prevent, diagnose, treat, and monitor a clinical condition, or to improve the delivery of care.” This is not significantly different from the definition of EBM which is defined as, “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current-best evidence of making decisions about the care of individual patients” (85). While EBM is focused upon the use of the right type and extent of knowledge to guide the right and good intentions and actions of medical practice, which is fundamental to the prudential clinical decision-making (31), CER, in contrast, is aimed at assisting consumers, clinicians, purchasers, and policy-makers to make informed decisions that will improve health care at both the individual and population levels. Thus, EBM and CER not only share many similarities and goals, but they appear to be one and the same specifically under the new regulations (12,23,31-39,86-90).

While the present attention is focused on the ACA of 2010, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, and President Obama for CER, it started long before 2009, with passage of the Medicare Modernization Act (MMA) in 2003 (2-4,38,91-93). The U.S. government has a rather long, but somewhat checkered, history of involvement in CER and related efforts. Further, CER and its impact has been felt in European countries prior to the United States.

The 1930s saw the development of health services research in a world increasingly obsessed with egalitarian uniformity. Subsequently, in the 1970s and 1980s, following several decades of socialized health care in the United Kingdom, multiple studies were released that highlighted the wide geographical variations in general medical admissions, including operations such as appendectomy, caesarean section, cholecystectomy, hysterectomy, tonsillectomy, and prostatectomy (94). These variations, while demonstrating the inequities of the National Health Services (NHS), raised multiple questions about the probity and questions about the appropriateness and cost-effectiveness of many of its treatment. Further publications from Archie Cochrane (95) and other researchers (96,97), that such variation meant either under-provision in some places and/or over-provision and possibility ineffective treatment in other regions.

In the United States, federal efforts date at least to the late 1970s and the short-lived National Center for Healthcare Technology. It was established in 1978 as part of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (DHEW) and was given a broad mandate to conduct and promote research on health care technology. It included an advisory board appointed by the secretary to assist in setting research priorities. The center sponsored or co-sponsored major evaluations of coronary artery bypass graft surgery, dental radiology, and caesarean delivery, and made about 75 recommendations to the Medicare program about coverage. The center ceased operations at the end of 1981, reflecting changes in priorities for the new administration and
the Congress, as well as opposition from some provider and industry groups (97).

In 1972, the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) was created as an advisory agency to Congress, covering a broad set of issues, including health care. Most of the focus on evaluation of technologies now would be called CER. The OTA produced an extensive review and analysis of the issues involved in options for improving evidence about the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of medical treatments (98). For a variety of reasons — having little to do with its health care study specifically but instead reflecting broader questions about the agency's role, — the OTA was eliminated in 1995.

In 1989, the AHCPR was created as an arm of the HHS (99). AHCPR undertook a number of initiatives, including creation of the National Guideline Clearinghouse (NGC) designed to summarize the available medical evidence on the appropriate treatments for various conditions (99). They produced 15 guidelines at a cost of $750 million. In the mid 1990s, controversies arose after an agency-sponsored research team concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support certain spinal surgeries, and on the basis of that, the agency issued practice guidelines for the treatment of back pain (42-45). Strong opposition from spine surgeons, along with broader questions about the value of the research that the agency had funded and other factors, led to pressure to eliminate the agency (45).

Ultimately, AHCPR was retained, but its funding for fiscal year 1996 was reduced and it was renamed the AHRQ. Since then, its overall budget has generally been maintained, at least in nominal terms, or increased (99).

In 2003, the landmark MMA authorized the AHRQ to spend up to $50 million in 2004 and additional amounts in future years to conduct and support research with a focus on “outcomes, comparative clinical effectiveness, and appropriateness of healthcare items and services” for Medicare and Medicaid enrollees (91,100,101). The actual funding appropriated for that initiative has been $15 million per year. Using that funding, the AHRQ has established an “effective healthcare” program consisting of 3 main functions: reviewing and synthesizing existing evidence (using its evidence-based practice centers; generating new information using a set of approved research centers (such as the HMO research network) that have access to data from medical claims and electronic medical records, and publishing findings and formats that are geared to the differing needs of clinicians, patients, and policy-makers (102).

Other federal agencies also engaged in various activities related to CER — efforts that received less attention than the AHRQ's activities, but that are probably larger in dollar terms. The Department of Veterans Affairs has a very substantial research program that reviews evidence from the medical records of its patients, focusing particularly on the clinical effectiveness of treatments. The department also sponsors evidence reviews through the technology assessment program and helps fund clinical trials — including the study comparing strengths of drug therapy. Over the years, the NIH has sponsored a number of trials that compare treatments directly.

The CMS also has helped to sponsor a limited amount of research on comparative effectiveness (i.e., lung volume, reduction surgery). The CMS generally considers only whether devices and procedures are clinically effective in making payment decisions. However, it has sponsored some studies comparing the effectiveness of different treatments but has done so largely to determine whether to establish separate payment rates for similar treatments (103). CMS has sponsored a trial with the NIH that may eventually compare the effects of daily dialysis for kidney patients with the conventional treatment of dialysis 3 times per week. However, this may increase the cost rather than reduce it if daily dialysis proves more effective for certain patients. CMS could modify its payment policy to cover the additional costs of more frequent treatments for those patients.

Overall, it has been estimated that the federal government has spent $1.5 billion in 2005 on health services research. This broader category includes some of the work on comparative effectiveness, but also encompasses many other types of studies (104). Further, it also has been stated that aggregate figures may not include all federal funding for comparative trials or other efforts that are outside the traditional scope of health services research.

On February 17, 2009, President Obama signed into law the ARRA. Of $787 billion that was appropriated, $150 billion was allotted for medical issues, being touted as a down payment on health care reform (92,93). Among the most controversial provisions of the medical spending was the allotment of $1.1 billion for CER. Further, multiple bills have been introduced in the 100th U.S. Congress that directly address CER (89).

The ARRA established the Federal Coordinating Council compared to stakeholder groups established by MMA. The ARRA established this council as specified in the law with no more than 15 members appointed
by the IOM without statutory requirement for broad stakeholder representation on the panel. The MMA in its effective health care programs had stakeholder groups and AHRQ solicited contracts for citizen forum to engage stakeholders in CER activities. This aspect also was funded by ARRA with $10 million over 5 years.

The ACA of 2010 (2-5) established the PCORI, a non-profit corporation charged with identifying research priorities, developing a research project agenda, and executing research to better inform patients and physicians on their treatment choices.

Since the passage of the MMA, numerous projects have been developed with the ARRA funding itself which has led to over 400 grants and contracts focused on evidence development, evidence translation and dissemination, and establishment of CER infrastructure and methodologies. Recently the IOM has recommended (12,23) that the PCORI should be pivotal in providing future centralized CER, effectively eliminating the research conducted by clinical practices and clinicians, with a focus on public and private partnerships with private partnerships being academic centers.

2.0 Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute

The ACA authorizes the PCORI for clinical effectiveness research (2-5). The purpose of the PCORI is to assist patients, clinicians, purchasers, and policy-makers in making informed health decisions by advancing the quality and relevance to evidence (2-5). The ACA specifies that institute, “shall enter into contracts for the management of funding and conduct of research” with government agencies and academic or private sector research entities, and that it “shall give preference to the AHRQ and the NIH” (5).

The ACA lays out a framework for conducting comparative effectiveness reviews that includes several key elements: stakeholder involvement, transparency, public participation, and open decision-making.

The ACA, in some areas, explicitly sets forth certain requirements, whereas in other areas, these requirements are identified in statutes, some of them not yet fully defined, and are addressed on an ongoing basis in the course of implementation of the ACA and PCORI. However, the basic framework has been developed by the Federal Coordinating Council of Comparative Effectiveness Research established through the ARRA. The ARRA established the Federal Coordinating Council for CER to foster optimal coordination of CER conducted, are supported by the federal government. The council consists of 15 members, all of whom must be government employees and at least half of whom must have clinical experience. Writing on the structure of the Federal Coordinating Council of Comparative Effectiveness Research. Ezekiel Emanuel, the brother of former White House Chief of Staff, Rahm Emanuel, and a member of the council (90), in his book Healthcare Guaranteed, wrote, “the Institute for Technology and Outcomes Assessment will provide information on the effectiveness and cost to eliminate tests or treatments of marginal or no value” (105). Further, this council bore a striking resemblance to the agency that assesses comparative effectiveness in Great Britain — NICE. The NICE analyzes both clinical effectiveness and cost effectiveness.

On June 30, 2009, the council released a report to President Barack Obama and Congress on its recommendations for CER funding priorities for the Office of the Secretary (106,107). The council established explicit threshold and prioritization criteria to guide recommendations for funding priorities. The council also developed a strategic framework for categorizing current CER activity, identifying gaps, and informing the recommendations for priorities.

3.0 Framework of CER and PCORI

Since the final development of the PCORI is vested in its origins in the MMA with an intermediary boost from the ARRA, many of the elements are common for all 3 regulations, including stakeholder involvement, transparency, public participation, and open decision making.

3.1 Stakeholder Involvement

The stakeholder involvement is described in all 3 legislations, the MMA, ARRA, and ACA. Table 1 illustrates the stakeholder involvement (108). While there are similarities as illustrated in Table 1, there are also differences.

3.1.1 Medicare Modernization Act

The MMA requirements are simpler, providing regulation that the AHRQ must insure that there was broad and ongoing consultation with relevant stakeholders in carrying out the program. The statute leaves the AHRQ broad discretion in how it implements this requirement. One of the AHRQ’s responses to this general mandate was the formation of an advisory stakeholder group to provide feedback on program initiatives and to serve as a sounding board for interests impacted by CER. Thus far, 3 stakeholder group panels have been formed to advise AHRQ. The first panel met on a quar-
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Quarterly basis from early 2005 to mid 2007, and the second panel met from fall of 2007 through early 2010 (108). The second stakeholder group was organized into multiple workgroups such as product development, program priorities, and product dissemination. The AHRQ solicited nominations for a third stakeholder group in January 2010 which started meeting in the fall of 2010, and will meet for a 2-year period. The AHRQ described the role of the stakeholder group in the federal register (109) as follows:

♦ Provide guidance and program implementation, including:
  • quality improvement;
  • opportunities to maximize impact and expand program reach;
  • ensuring stakeholder interests are considered and included; and
  • evaluating success.

♦ Provide input on implementing Effective Health Care Program reports and findings in practice and policy settings.

♦ Identify options and recommend solutions to issues identified by Effective Health Care Program staff.

♦ Provide input on critical research information gaps

Table 1. Framework for conducting comparative effectiveness reviews: stakeholder involvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACA’s Patient-Centered Outcomes Research</th>
<th>ARRA’s Comparative Effectiveness Research</th>
<th>MMA’s Effective Health Care Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCORI Board of Governors</strong></td>
<td><strong>Federal Coordinating Council</strong></td>
<td><strong>Stakeholder Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– 21 members</td>
<td>– specified in law</td>
<td>– not FACA compliant; not required in law; no votes taken; serves as a sounding board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– AHRQ Director and NIH Director specified in law</td>
<td>– “not more than 15 members, all of whom are senior Federal officers or employees with responsibility for health related programs, appointed by the President, acting through the Secretary of Health and Human Services”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– 19 members appointed by the Comptroller General</td>
<td></td>
<td>– AHRQ is flexible regarding the number of members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Composition of 19 appointed members specified in law: 3 patient reps/consumers; 7 physician/provider reps; 3 payer reps; 3 industry reps; 1 rep for quality improvement or health service researchers; 2 federal government/state reps</td>
<td></td>
<td>– AHRQ provides only general selection criteria in public notices soliciting nominations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCORI Expert Advisory Panels</strong></td>
<td><strong>IOM Priority-Setting Committee</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– may be permanent or ad hoc</td>
<td>– IOM appointed members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– will assist in identifying research priorities, establishing the research project agenda, and for other purposes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Two Required Panels:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Clinical Trials Expert Advisory Panel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Expert Advisory Panel for Rare Disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Composition of Panels:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– practicing and research physicians, patients, experts with experience in the topic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– may include a technical expert of each manufacturer or each medical technology included in the study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support for Patient and Consumer Reps:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Institute must “provide support and resources” to help reps participate effectively</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology Committee:</strong></td>
<td><strong>ARRA Funding:</strong></td>
<td><strong>ARRA Citizen Forum Contract:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– required by statute</td>
<td>– $1.1 billion in CER spending</td>
<td>– AHRQ solicited contracts for a Citizen Forum to engage stakeholders in CER activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– standing committee</td>
<td>– ARRA provides funding for AHRQ Citizen Forum Contract</td>
<td>– funded by ARRA; $10 million over 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– 15 members appointed by Comptroller General</td>
<td></td>
<td>– contractor selection forthcoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– composition: experts in their field; stakeholders with expertise; Directors of NIH and AHRQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– function: to develop and improve science and methods of research by developing and updating methodological standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Sec. 1181(d)(6)]</td>
<td>[Sec. 1181(f)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for practice and policy, as well as research methods to address them, specifically:

- information needs and types of products most useful to consumers, clinicians, and policy makers;
- feedback on Effective Health Care Program reports, reviews, and summary guides;
- scientific methods and applications.

- Champion objectivity, accountability, and transparency in the Effective Health Care Program.

In summary, the stakeholder group does not have a fixed or specified number of members. Its composition included individuals drawn from multiple constituencies presumably impacted by the comparative effectiveness program research, including patients, consumers, and employers. These meetings are held in private (109). Further, there is no formal voting process, and discussions are based both on the AHRQ requests for input and individual member suggestions on all aspects of the program. Further, the stakeholder group is not a formal advisory committee, and is not operated according to the requirements of Federal Advisory Committee Act concerning open meetings (109). In addition, the AHRQ has combined the management of the new stakeholder group with an initiative to increase consumer input into CER operations and processes. It also solicited proposals to establish and support community forums on effective health care to formally engage stakeholders. According to the AHRQ, this initiative is expected to build all the smaller initiatives that has guided the AHRQ's effective health care program and will be an important component for a larger and more sustained national initiative in CER, translation, and use (110).

Further, according to the Center for Medical Technology Policy (CMTP), this project has been awarded to the American Institutes for Research (AIR), AcademyHealth, CMTP, and several other organizations under a multi-year, $10 million per year contract.

However, the stakeholder groups in the effective health care program and many other aspects of the AHRQ have been mostly silent advisors without implementation of the input from the public, with development of multiple initiatives, which have not been shown to be effective in providing practical CER findings.

3.1.2 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

The ARRA of 2009 made available $1.1 billion to accelerate the development and dissemination of CER. Of the $1.1 billion, $300 million was allocated to the AHRQ, $400 million to NIH, and $400 million to the Office of the Secretary of HHS for disbursement (92,93). The ARRA legislation required that a Federal Coordinating Council for CER composed of senior federal officials with responsibility for health-related programs located in the HHS department, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Department of Defense be created to guide and coordinate the use of these funds. The legislation also required the IOM to recommend national research priorities for CER conducted or supported by ARRA funds after considering stakeholder input. The IOM formed a committee for this purpose, funded by a contract with the HHS department.

Finally, there was a 23-person IOM committee which included 3 consumers and patient advocacy representatives in its membership, even though neither the Federal Coordinating Committee nor the IOM committee was required by the ARRA to include stakeholders. The IOM has published guidance on CER, preparation of guidelines, and standards for systematic reviews, with the obvious conclusion that the PCORI should be the pivotal organization with the AHRQ in conducting and promoting CER.

While there are no stakeholders, the individuals involved in preparation of these guidelines may have significant conflicts of interest which have not been disclosed. They also have numerous interrelationships with organizations related to the NIH, IOM, AHRQ, Economic Cycle Research Institute (ECRI), Research and Development Corporation (RAND), and multiple other organizations.

3.1.3 Affordable Care Act’s Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute

In contrast to the MMA and ARRA, the ACA provides for broad stakeholder participation on both its governing board and its advisory committees. In fact, it appears that the membership has been carefully balanced in composition of the board. However, a critical look at the composition of the board and the lack of congressional oversight on this board illustrates this may not be the case.

The ACA requires the PCORI to have a 21-member board of governors including a specified number of representatives of patients and consumers, physicians and providers, health insurers, medical technology manufacturers, researchers, and government officials. Specifically, it requires 3 representatives from the patient and consumer groups; 4 representatives from the physicians group, one representative from the nurse group, and one representative from the
integrated health care practitioners group combining for a total of 9 representatives; 4 representatives from government, 3 from insurers, and one from quality improvement and health services researchers, with a total of 8 representatives; 3 representatives from technology manufacturers and development; and one representative from hospitals.

In addition, the law identifies the directors or designees of the AHRQ and NIH as members of the board, it delegates responsibility to the comptroller general to make the other 19 appointments to the board. The board of governors is intended to represent a broad range of perspectives and collectively have scientific expertise. The appointments to the board are made for 6-year terms staggered evenly over 2-year increments, with a limit that no individual shall be appointed for more than 2 terms.

In addition to the primary governing board, the ACA also provides opportunities for the board to make use of both standing and ad hoc expert advisory panels to support the institute’s work to identify research priorities, establish the research project agenda, and evaluate other essential needs. These panels also must have broad representation, including patient and provider representatives. The ACA requires that 2 ad hoc expert advisory panels be established. These include a clinical trials panel and a panel for each project related to a rare disease. Further, the ACA also provides statutory direction on the composition of these panels, as well as other expert advisory panels that the board chooses to establish, without setting out precise numbers and composition. However, the law provides the guidance on this issue that these panels must include practicing and research clinicians, patients, and experts in scientific and health services research, health services delivery, and EBM with experience in the topic, and as appropriate, experts in integrative health and primary prevention strategies, somewhat similar to the governing board.

The ACA also requires the establishment of a separate 15-member expert methodology committee to be appointed by the comptroller general to address methodological standards for CER. This panel is required to be composed of the NIH and AHRQ directors or their designees and experts in their scientific field. The purpose of this provision is that the stakeholders with expertise in various areas may be appointed to this panel, thus not limiting participation to individuals employed by academic research centers. However in practical terms this may not be an issue amenable to clinical specialists to be serving on this committee, and even if that happens, there is no evidence that any such input will be accepted.

While the composition appears to be appropriate, this does not meet the real requirement. Most of the panel experts are methodologists from interest groups of various organizations, thus this may lead to inappropriate decisions or an inability to reach consensus, if in fact there is independence for these members.

3.2 Transparency

Transparency has been established the MMA, ARRA, and ACA (Table 2). However multiple regulations written for the MMA related to AHRQ programs and PCORI continue to emerge.

3.2.1 Medicare Modernization Act

Under the MMA, effective health care program, meetings of the stakeholder group established by the AHRQ are held on a quarterly basis, however these meeting are closed, and meeting materials are not posted. The AHRQ encourages the public to visit the effective health care program website, and to sign up for LISTSERVS in order to track developments and have opportunities to comment on key questions to draft reports for systematic reviews and to receive notices of general research topics that are underway. Even though there is no statutory requirement for posting of CER reports, it appears that CER studies are posted in a timely manner after their completion, based on the AHRQ policy that all comments will be publicly posted on the effective health care program website within 3 months after a final report is posted.

Much of the information is not transparent including the process and methods used to conduct CER and the AHRQ’s effective health care program. The only information provided is with the publication of the final reports.

3.2.2 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

Working meetings of the Federal Coordinating Committee and IOM priorities committee have been held in private, though the public was asked to provide input for consideration. The Federal Coordinating Committee was eliminated by the ACA. The IOM committee that established CER priorities for the ARRA funding completed its business when its report was issued on June 30, 2009.
Table 2. Framework for conducting comparative effectiveness reviews: transparency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACAs Patient-Centered Outcomes Research</th>
<th>ARRA’s Comparative Effectiveness Research</th>
<th>MMA’s Effective Health Care Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCORI Board of Governors Meetings</strong></td>
<td>Federal Coordinating Council and IOM Committee Meetings</td>
<td>Stakeholder Group Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– meets in public at call of the Chair or a majority of members</td>
<td>– working meetings were not open to the public</td>
<td>– meets in private at call of AHRQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– public notice requirement for meetings (at least 7 days advance notice)</td>
<td>– meeting summaries were included in the report of the Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Availability of Information via Internet Website</strong></td>
<td>IOM Committee</td>
<td><strong>Public Availability of Information via Internet Website</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– required by statute, includes the following:</td>
<td>– posted stakeholder open meeting presentations and final report on the IOM website</td>
<td>– no statutory requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Findings:</td>
<td>ARRA Contract Solicitations and Funding Awards:</td>
<td>Research Findings:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– must be made available to clinicians, patients, and the general public within 90 days of the conduct or receipt of findings</td>
<td>– posted on AHRQ and NIH websites</td>
<td>– AHRQ EHC practice is to post research reports, and to notify interested parties of developments through Listservs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process and Methods for Conduct of Research:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Process and Methods for Conduct of Research:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Process and Methods for Conduct of Research:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– identity of the research entity and the investigators conducting the research</td>
<td>– MMA Sec. 1013(a)(3)(D)(i) requires “all scientific evidence relied upon and the methodologies employed” to be made publicly available “so that the results…can be evaluated or replicated”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– conflicts of interest</td>
<td>– AHRQ EHC practice is not to post the identity of the research entity and the investigators conducting the research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– direct or indirect links to industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– research protocols</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– other information the Institute determines appropriate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Public Comment Periods:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Notice of Public Comment Periods:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Notice of Public Comment Periods:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– includes posting deadlines for public comments</td>
<td>– AHRQ EHC practice is to post information on the review process and notify interested parties of opportunity to comment via Listservs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments Received During Public Comment Periods</td>
<td>Comments Received During Public Comment:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute Proceedings</td>
<td>– AHRQ EHC practice is to solicit public suggestions for research proposals, post suggestions, and to post comments (and report authors’ responses to comments) within 3 months after a final report is posted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder Group Proceedings:</td>
<td>– AHRQ EHC practice is not to post meeting agendas, minutes, or proceedings of these meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peer Reviewers:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Peer Reviewers:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– a list of those contributing to any peer review process shall be made public and included in annual reports</td>
<td>– peer reviewers for systematic reviews are noted in the Appendix of Final Reports and posted on the website – published reports, including DEcIDE network reports, have been subject to peer review processes of the applicable journal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– PCORI may utilize the peer review processes of contractors or other entities, as well as medical journals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 Affordable Care Act’s Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute

The ACA requires the PCORI board of governors to meet in public at the call of the chair or a majority of its members. The law also specifies that at least 7 days advance notice must be given for these meetings. Thus, the law is much stricter and more transparent than either the ARRA or MMA, but it continues to be silent on whether agendas and other meeting materials must be posted, and whether other standing or ad hoc committees established by the board must meet in public.

The law requires the PCORI to use an Internet website to keep the public informed of its activities and encourage participation, including posting of the institute’s proceedings, and research findings within 90 days of the completion or receipt of reports. Further, the public must be informed of comment periods and deadlines, and comments that have been submitted by the public must be provided.

Further, ACA requires transparency in the process and methods used by the institute to conduct CER. It specifically requires the institute to identify the research entity and the investigators conducting CER, the research protocols used, any conflicts of interest of these parties, and any other information the institute determines to be appropriate.

While these aspects of the ACA and PCORI appear laudable, these are not substantially different from many other federal agencies. The data may be collected and opinions may be given, yet the decisions are made in the same fashion by members of the federal government.

3.3 Public Participation

Public participation is considered pivotal in health care reform. However, the ACA, in its debate throughout and various regulatory initiatives have not taken into consideration the public participation as a major issue at its core, even though it appears on the paper that public participation is not only important, but mandatory. Table 3 illustrates the differences between the MMA, ARRA, and PCORI on various aspects of public participation. As expected, public participation is more significant with the PCORI, even though, it may still be inadequate and impractical.

3.3.1 Medicare Modernization Act

The AHRQ has taken various steps to engage the public in identifying research priorities for CER including a public listening session in May of 2004. Following these evaluations, the HHS secretary identified an initial set of 10 priority conditions focusing on the needs of the Medicare population in December of 2004. There was also a second listening session which was held on January 11, 2006, leading to the expansion in 2008 of the CER priorities to 14 conditions including conditions also relevant to Medicaid and State Child Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) programs.

The AHRO also has encouraged public participation in effective health care program activities by encouraging the public to submit research topics for CER projects, by establishing a 4-week public comment period for all draft reports, and by posting for comment the key questions for systematic reviews performed by evidence-based practice centers. However, there has not been any transparency with regards to the AHRQs disclosure of the research center or individual researchers undertaking specific CER studies. Further, public comments are solicited for CER key questions and draft reports that are systematic reviews of the literature on a given topic, however, AHRQ does not permit public comment on projects undertaken by the Effective Health Care Programs Developing Evidence to Inform Decisions about Effectiveness (DEcIDE) research network. These research centers generate new scientific information to fill knowledge gaps or just methodological issues as opposed to performing systematic reviews of existing literature. These research abstracts are posted for the public, even though the AHRQ does not post or solicit public comment on draft key questions for this research, and does not post draft final reports for comment.

3.3.2 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

The ARRA called for a 15-member coordinating council. The membership on the council was specified in the law to included representatives from the various federal agencies engaged in CER; however, there was no public participation. The council held 3 listening sessions to receive public comments which were also solicited through the HHS website for the Recovery Act.

The ARRA directed HHS to contract with the IOM to prepare a report on national priorities for CER conducted. The ARRA also specified that the IOM committee must consider input from “stakeholders” in identifying national priority topics for CER.

Under ARRA funding, multiple meetings were held and numerous speeches were heard with numerous suggestions leading to identification of 100 priority topics for CER. However, since the decision-making solely rests on government officials, the importance of public participation has been questioned.
3.3.3 Affordable Care Act’s Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute

The ACA provides a series of detailed specifications for engaging the public in the PCORI’s operations. It specifies that a public comment period of between 45 and 60 days must be used in several areas including setting national priorities for CER, establishing a CER project agenda, determining methodological standards for CERs, developing a peer review process, and arriving at findings for systematic reviews.

Further, the ACA also specifies that the PCORI should consider making use of public forums to increase public awareness of its operations and to incorporate public input into its activities. Further requirements include that the methodology committee consult with relevant stakeholders as it carries out its duties. It specifically requires that the process of developing and updating methodological standards must include input from experts, stakeholders, and decision-makers, as well as an opportunity for public comment.

Since the composition of the committees appears to be heavily focused on methodologists, very little direction can be provided by other stakeholders.

3.4 Open Decision-Making

In a democratic society open decision-making must be a rule, not an option. However, it appears that many of the decisions are made behind closed doors without public input. Further, when public input is required, it is not taken into consideration. As illustrated in Table 4, open decision-making has been appropriated for all 3 legislations with significant variations among them.

3.4.1 Medicare Modernization Act

The program decisions made by the AHRQ concerning the CER program are not readily identifiable, except as part of documents prepared for Congress. Thus, it is not clear to members of the public how research priorities are determined, how decisions are made to fund specific CER projects, and why public comments are solicited and considered for some CER projects and not others. In addition, there is no information on how nonpublic meetings with particular stakeholder groups impact agency decision-making.

3.4.2 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

The Federal Coordinating Council has submitted its meeting reports to the president and congress. The IOM report on priorities for CER provides information on the panel’s decision-making process. Even though the ARRA requires the HHS secretary and directors of NIH and AHRQ to submit an operating plan for the CER funds appropriated to the Appropriations Committee of Congress that detail the type of research being conducted and priority conditions addressed, these reports provide only general information on the priorities addressed. Thus the issue of open decision-making is non-existent.

3.4.3 Affordable Care Act’s Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute

The ACA requires decisions of the PCORI board to be made in public, by majority vote. The law also specifies that there will be votes on national priorities for CER, the CER research project agenda, methodological standards for CER, and the CER peer review process. However, the law does not address the decisions-making process for standing in ad hoc committees of the board of governors, leaving numerous questions on the open decision-making process and the commitment of the ACA in this aspect.

4.0 Issues Related to PCORI and CER

The issues related to the PCORI and CER are intertwined. The process that the federal agencies and private sector organizations use to set research priorities is central to the benefit that patients, physicians, and others will receive from the investment in this project by Congress, however without any oversight. Multiple priorities have been described by various organizations. The key elements in the priority setting processes include stakeholder involvement and participation, transparency, public participation with a range of input opportunities, particularly from patients and consumers, with clinical input and guidance throughout the process; and open decision-making with systematic input by decision-makers of information received.

4.1 Stakeholder Involvement

The major element of an acceptable process is the inclusion of all interested and affected stakeholders. In its 1992 report, the IOM offered among its guiding principles that the process must be sensitive to political con-

Table 4. Framework for conducting comparative effectiveness reviews: open decision-making.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Medicare Modernization Act</th>
<th>American Recovery and Reinvestment Act</th>
<th>Affordable Care Act’s Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board of Governors</td>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Coordinating Council; IOM Priority-Setting Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– specifies votes on:</td>
<td></td>
<td>– decisions were not made in public</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ national priorities</td>
<td></td>
<td>– NIH took steps to obligate ARRA funds prior to publication of IOM priorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ research project agenda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ methodological standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ peer review process</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stakeholder Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Sec. 1181(d)(9)]</td>
<td></td>
<td>– advisory group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting</td>
<td></td>
<td>– provides sounding board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– decisions made by majority vote</td>
<td></td>
<td>Voting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Sec. 1181(d)(9)]</td>
<td></td>
<td>– no votes taken</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

text, which includes a requirement for the process to invite input from a variety of interested parties (111,112). In addition, the essence of stakeholder participation was highlighted in the report’s special recommendation that the AHRQ, should involve a broad spectrum of interested parties (112). Further, Sibbald et al (113) described a conceptual framework for priority-setting in health technology assessments, offering stakeholder engagement as a central characteristic. They also noted the need for a genuine commitment by organizations in engaging stakeholders through partnership and employment, as well as the connection between engagement and stakeholder satisfaction with their level of involvement.

The AHRQ has taken steps to implement the recommendations for broad stakeholder participation by establishing a stakeholder advisory group that includes representatives from patients, providers, manufacturers, and private payers. Even though this group does not hold public meetings, it does provide a forum for stakeholder views to be expressed. In addition, using funds provided under the ARRA, the AHRQ is setting up a community forum as a mechanism to engage members of the public in discussions related to CER (108).

The stakeholder participation was also emphasized as an essential component of any process in public comments during the ARRA implementation. The IOM committee on CER priorities, the National Health Council, noted that the ARRA offered “few safeguards” to insure a patient-focus or the inclusion of patients as stakeholders in the governance and decisions-making process (114).

The PCORI’s main mechanism for stakeholder participation is through its oversight and/or advisory bodies, only one of which, the Board of Governors, deals explicitly with priority setting. The Government Accountability Office announced the appointments to the 21-member board in September 2010. However, the literature emphasizing the importance of stakeholder engagement as well as the concerns that arose during the ARRA implementation suggests that a more robust engagement mechanism than the Board of Governors may be necessary (108).

The CER provisions of the ACA are unique in the requirements they create for full and active stakeholder participation in both the leadership and the operations of the PCORI. While stakeholder engagement is an important and valuable characteristic of existing HHS programs for CER, it does not have the same central role that is provided by the ACA (111).

It appears that the PCORI program under the ACA is approaching the issue with broad stakeholder participation, however, the stakeholder composition itself appears to be suspect. The IOM and others (11,13,23) are essentially silent on the constitution of the stakeholder groups and total control of the administration. However, the white paper on a National Strategy for CER Dissemination by National Network for Health Innovation (NEHI) (13) does recommend that national medical societies and patient groups are crucial as potential partners going forward. The group consists of 4 representatives of physicians with at least one surgeon without indication whether these are practicing physicians. The composition also provides significant influence for private payors with 3 representatives, 3 members representing pharmaceutical devices, etc., and 3 patient representatives. Consequently, either it will be difficult to make decisions or it will be impossible to reach consensus even if it is not evidence-based.

Table 5 illustrates the composition of the PCORI Board of Governors, and Table 6 illustrates the composition of the PCORI Methodology Committee. Further evaluation of the composition of the Board of Governors illustrates the lack of specialty representation. The lack of physician dominance essentially follows the principle that stakeholders are not physician scientists (115,116). Further, many of the stakeholders have substantial conflicts of interest.

The importance of the methodology committee is that it sets the tone. After the methodology is assigned and reviews are performed, no one pays attention to the methodology and generally public comments are not taken into consideration.

By definition, successful dissemination of CER evidence will require collaboration. Even the highly decentralized nature of evidence dissemination, collaboration, and consensus building will be critical even when CER produces findings that seem to be clear and unambiguous. However IOM is recommending a centralized process. In general, stakeholder groups that are not part of a consensus-building process are less likely to become active advocates for the dissemination of guidelines or other evidence-based aids to decision-making or may in fact become active opponents of guidelines (13).

The controversial 2009 United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommendation on mammography screenings is a case in point (67,68,117-120). It is unclear whether the task force’s recommendations on mammography screening would have been better
accepted if clinicians and other patient groups had been involved earlier. Their lack of involvement in the process clearly helped to fuel opposition to the recommendations. Consequently, the USPSTF’s mission and operating procedures, previously held up as a model for other organizations by proclamation of methodologists and centralists, were thrown into serious dispute (68,117-125).

Thus, national medical societies and patient groups could be potential and crucial partners for the PCORI. Many national organizations operate programs to identify and disseminate standards of practice; however, it has been alleged that few have specifically focused on the development of mechanisms to build rapid consensus and expedite the use of good evidence. This may be a disingenuous and self-serving statement by the methodologists, administration and supporters of the bureaucracy. Further, they also claim that limited fund-

Table 5. Composition of Board of Governors of PCORI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEMBERS OF BOARD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debra Barksdale, PhD, RN</td>
<td>Associate Professor at the University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill School of Nursing in Chapel Hill, NC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Barnett, JD</td>
<td>Group Executive Vice President, Corporate Services, Chief Legal Officer, and Ethics and Compliance Officer for the Regence Group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Becker</td>
<td>Director of Strategic Partnerships and Alliances for Xerox Corporation in Rochester, NY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Clancy</td>
<td>Director of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Collins</td>
<td>Served as the Director of the National Institutes of Health (NIH).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Douma, MD</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer of Empower, LLC, in Ashland, OR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold Epstein, MD</td>
<td>John H. Foster Professor and Chair of the Department of Health Policy and Management at Harvard University School of Public Health in Boston, MA, and is a practicing internist in the Department of Medicine at the Brigham and Women's Hospital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Goertz, DC, PhD</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor for Research and Health Policy at Palmer College of Chiropractic and Palmer Center for Chiropractic Research in Davenport, IA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Hole-Curry, JD</td>
<td>Program Director for the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) program of the Washington State Health Care Authority in Olympia, WA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Hunt</td>
<td>President and CEO of the National Alliance for Caregiving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Jesse, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Principal Deputy Under Secretary for Health, Department of Veterans Affairs in Washington, DC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlan Krumholz, MD</td>
<td>Harold H. Hines, Jr. Professor of Medicine and Epidemiology and Public Health at Yale University School of Medicine in New Haven, CT, and is a practicing cardiologist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard E. Kuntz, MD</td>
<td>Senior Vice President and Chief Scientific, Clinical, and Regulatory Officer of Medtronic, Inc. in Minneapolis, MN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Levine, MD</td>
<td>Associate Executive Director for the Permanente Medical Group of Northern California; in Oakland, CA, within Kaiser Permanente’s integrated delivery system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freda Lewin-Hall, MD</td>
<td>Executive Vice President and Chief Medical Officer for Pfizer Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Lipstein, MHA</td>
<td>President and Chief Executive Officer of BJC HealthCare in St. Louis, MO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Norquist, MD, MSPH</td>
<td>Professor and Chairman, Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior, University of Mississippi Medical Center in Jackson, MS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Sigal, PhD</td>
<td>Chair and founder of Friends of Cancer Research in Washington, DC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene Washington, MD, MSc</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor of UCLA Health Sciences and Dean of the David Geffen School of Medicine at the University of California Los Angeles in Los Angeles, CA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlan Weisman, MD</td>
<td>Chief Science and Technology Officer, Medical Devices and Diagnostics, for Johnson &amp; Johnson in New Brunswick, NJ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Zwolak, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Vascular surgeon at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center in Lebanon, NH, and professor of surgery at the Dartmouth Medical School. He is also Chief of Surgery at the Veterans Administration Medical Center in White River Junction, VT, and director of the Non-invasive Vascular Laboratory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Compositions of Methodology Committee of PCORI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEMBERS OF BOARD</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Aronson, PhD</td>
<td>Executive Director of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association Technology Evaluation Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Basch, MD, MSc</td>
<td>Practicing medical oncologist and health services researcher at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, with appointments in the Department of Medicine and in the Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Berg, MD, MPH</td>
<td>Professor in the Department of Family Medicine at the University of Washington in Seattle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Flum, MD, MPH</td>
<td>Professor in the Department of Surgery and Adjunct Professor in Health Services and Pharmacy at the University of Washington (UW) Schools of Medicine, Public Health and Pharmacy, Co-director of the the UW Centers for Comparative and Health Systems Effectiveness Alliance and directs UW’s Surgical Outcomes Research Center. Director of Surgical Care and Outcomes Assessment Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherine Gabriel, MD, MSc (Chair)</td>
<td>Professor of Medicine and of Epidemiology and the William J. and Charles H. Mayo Professor at Mayo Clinic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Goodman, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Professor of Oncology, Pediatrics, Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine and Bloomberg School of Public Health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Helfand, MD, MS, MPH</td>
<td>Professor of Medicine and Professor of Medical Informatics and Clinical Epidemiology at the Oregon Health &amp; Science University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Ioannidis, MD, DSc</td>
<td>C.F. Rehnborg Chair in Disease Prevention, Professor of Medicine, Professor of Health Research and Policy, and Director of the Stanford Prevention Research Center at Stanford University School of Medicine and Professor of Statistics (by courtesy) at Stanford University School of Humanities and Sciences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Lauer, MD</td>
<td>Director of the Division of Cardiovascular Sciences at the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Meltzer, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Chief of the Section of Hospital Medicine, Director of the Center for Health and the Social Sciences (CHeSS), Chair of the Committee on Clinical and Translational Science, and Associate Professor in the Department of Medicine, Department of Economics, and the Harris School of Public Policy Studies at the University of Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Mittman, PhD</td>
<td>Director, VA Center for Implementation Practice and Research Support, Department of Veterans Affairs Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System and Senior Social Scientist at the VA/UCLA/RAND Center for the Study of Healthcare Provider Behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Newhouse, PhD, RN</td>
<td>Assistant Dean for the Doctor of Nursing Practice Program and Associate Professor, Organizational Systems and Adult Health, University of Maryland School of Nursing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon-Lise Normand, MSc, PhD (Vice Chair)</td>
<td>Professor of Health Care Policy (Biostatistics) in the Department of Health Care Policy at Harvard Medical School and Professor in the Department of Biostatistics at the Harvard School of Public Health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian Schneeweiss, MD, DSc</td>
<td>Associate Professor of Medicine and Epidemiology at Harvard Medical School and Vice Chief of the Division of Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacoeconomics at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital. Principal Investigator of the BWH DECIDE Research Center on Comparative Effectiveness Research and the DECIDE Methods Center both funded by AHRQ and PI of the Harvard-Brigham Drug Safety Research Center funded by FDA/CDER.</td>
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The complexity of bringing experts together can constrain the consensus-building process, as evidenced by the NIH Consensus Development Program, which releases no more than 3 or 4 consensus statements per year (126). However, there is no proof for such allegations and there is no evidence that anything developed by NIH Consensus Development Program has been methodologically sound and has improved either health care, or access to the patients, or even costs. In contrast, even small organizations such as American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians (ASIPP) have developed guidelines without major conflicts of
interest or funding. These guidelines have not been accepted by the rule makers. Efforts to clarify the lack of acceptance have only generated routine and inappropriate explanations (30-41,71-75,79-81,115,116,127-180). Further, the effectiveness of the guidelines developed by AAHCPR and the present effectiveness health care programs is open to question. The guideline development continues to cost taxpayers millions of dollars per guideline, yet the guidelines are neither understandable nor useful for clinical application. The shortcoming of these guidelines seems to arise from the development process, as most of these are prepared by methodologists without understanding the clinical aspects and by physicians who function as methodologists either out of clinical practice, having only a token practice or not aware of the clinical practice in that particular technology they are evaluating.

EBM and CER is based on not only methodologic quality assessment of studies, but, also the understanding of the clinical nature of the technique, procedure, or intervention being evaluated.

Overall, as in the case of the PCORI, stakeholder groups may disagree on the implications of evidence, even when the evidence seems to be clear. Further, many of the groups which are contracted outside the agency also possess substantial conflicts of interest, as the income source even in non-profit organization can be unclear and as representative from various insurance and manufacturer stakeholders may have conflicting loyalties. Recently, the American College of Chest Physicians and the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons took markedly different positions on the outcomes to be used in defining the efficacy of measures to prevent thromboembolism during hip and knee surgery (181). The same philosophy applies to interventional techniques and surgical interventions. There is always disagreement between interventional pain physicians and surgeons with contradictory opinions for both.

The conflict in guideline preparation dissemination, transparency, and openness has been well described along with intricacies, complications, and difficulties in the systematic assessment of evidence (142,148,182-206). There is over representation of multiple organizations and some institutions (182). It has been stated that financial relationships with pharmaceutical, medical device, and biotechnology companies may create conflicts of interest and a risk of undue influence on entities that sponsor the development of clinical practice guidelines or systematic reviews, and for the individuals who participate in their development (182-206).

In addition to the financial relationship with industry, other potential sources of bias in the development of clinical practice guidelines include professional affiliations and practice specialization, reimbursement incentives, intellectual preconceptions and previously stated positions, and the desire for recognition and career advancement. However, the conflicts of interest of academic positions, the research, and the original source of funding even if it appears not related to the pharmaceutical industry or device manufacturers, and the basic income derived from non-profit organizations is not well described (198,207-211). Numerous organizations with purposes and objectives of advancing health care mostly are associated with one or the other view and consist of financial conflicts of interest or IOM publication on conflict of interest in medical research education and practice (212). The sections on conflicts of interest and development of clinical practice guidelines (212) describe extensively how it is difficult for organizations to fund. They also show that multiple organizations provide funding from their general revenues. ASIPP also funds their guidelines from general revenues. No one is paid except for travel, accommodations, etc. when special meetings are held. Ironically, the IOM quotes personal communication by Roger Chou stating that smaller professional societies that have sought to fund clinical guidelines development and systematic reviews without industry support have found it difficult to do so. They suggest that professional societies nominate topics for AHRQ-supported systematic reviews. The same publication also reveals that each systematic review may cost approximately $200,000. These statements themselves illustrate a conflicts of interest because Chou did not divulge the receipt of approximately $1.2 million from APS which received its funding from drug manufacturers, resulting in opinions which were favorable to opioids without evidence, and the rejection of any reasonable evidence for interventional techniques and the denial of evidence for any and all interventional techniques in managing low back pain (132,213). The influence of industry on the development of opioid guidelines is also illustrated in the activities of the Wisconsin Pain Policy Studies Group which provided model guidelines to the Federation of Medical Boards, were eventually followed by many of the medical boards, promoting opioid use while on the surface looking to control opioid abuse (200,214). Further, the same evidence synthesis was utilized by Spectrum Research, without consideration of peer review comments, which also provided remuneration to Chou.
for his services, as the only physician on the evidence synthesis committee for interventional techniques for Spectrum Research. Thus, we cannot consider that publicly funded guidelines within the United States or England are without bias and are accurate.

Thus, the PCORI, instead of restricting and doing business behind closed doors, should challenge all the communities in medicine to rally around a common approach to evidence synthesis, consensus building, and the dissemination of appropriate guidelines with proper stakeholder involvement.

4.2 Transparency

The process must be transparent and open. It’s a key element throughout the process. The absence of this element may limit the value of each of the subsequent elements.

If openness and transparency are not present, any process viewed by decision-makers as fair and objective may be perceived very differently by patients and providers and by the public at large. This important point was noted in the IOM’s 1992 report, “Setting Priorities for Health Technologies Assessment: A Model Process,” which noted among its guiding principles that the process “must be — and must appear to be — objective, open, and fair.” Further, the IOM observed that the process “must present the logic of the process clearly and carefully to others” (112).

Daniels and Sabin (215) have offered that a fair process “will involve transparency about the grounds for decisions; appeals to rationales that all can accept as relevant to meeting health needs fairly; and procedures for revising decisions in light of challenges to them.” When combined, the authors suggest that these components create “accountability for reasonableness,” which allows for the education of stakeholders on the material included in deliberations and aligns decision-making “to broader, more fundamental democratic deliberative processes” (216). Finally, Sibbald et al (113) suggest that transparency may contribute to the overall success of a program through positive media coverage; peer emulation; or changes in policy, legislation, or practice.

Transparency is an important issue which is lacking not only in the PCORI, but at many levels of health care. When it does exist, it is limited to following the rules and regulations and publishing the results without any input from the public as the materials submitted by the public are not considered. The PCORI should publish transparently all the stakeholders involved and their conflicts of interest not by illustrating their present positions, but by providing the financial information in great detail. The PCORI also will be best to provide transparency in the gaps of knowledge and their inability to assimilate and discuss the deficiencies openly. Further, Congress along with the President, should not only receive a nominal report from the board, but these reports must be made available to the public including the details of the institute’s research methodology priorities, activities, and conflicts of interest.

4.3 Public Participation

Stakeholder involvement, transparency, public participation, and open decision-making all go hand-in-hand. Public participation should never be a nominal or a philosophical approach, but should be substantive with consideration of all aspects, including the ability to admit the shortcomings of the commission. In the past, the public forums and listening sessions were offered by the IOM and the Federal Coordinating Council for CER. The PCORI has a 45 to 60 day comment period for the public to respond to research priorities, and also requires the Institute to provide additional input opportunities (e.g., through a website). This approach still might not ensure meaningful and comprehensive input, and be considered deficient. Coulter and Ham (217) suggested that the need for an unbiased and systematic approach for encouraging patient and public participation in the process is “a crucial step toward reducing the democratic deficit in health-care decision making.”

Sibbald et al (113) recommended that decision-makers adopt multiple techniques to solicit stakeholder feedback, including roundtables, open forums, and administrative meetings. Patient and consumer groups have also noted the importance of multiple opportunities for stakeholder input, chiefly among patients and clinicians. The National Working Group on Evidence-Based Health Care issued a policy paper in August 2008 that called for patient and consumer engagement in defining a CER research agenda through the creation of a separate patient/consumer advisory body whose purpose would be to advise the organization throughout the research process (218). Given these perspectives, the PCORI and other CER organizations should strive to implement and ensure meaningful opportunities for public guidance in priority setting. Instead, not only the PCORI, but the IOM, AHRQ, their contractors, and other organizations even if not for profit failed to take into consideration public comments which at times may be crucial in the decision-making process. The members of
the committees at various levels do not have the time or resources to evaluate or even read the public comments, thus there should be an open mechanism for public comments to be taken into consideration, which has been done to a great extent positively, by the CMS in preparing various payment schedules (219-221). Consequently, the decision-makers must incorporate the input they receive in a systematic manner.

4.4 Open Decision-Making

Transparency and open decision-making are 2 peas in a pod. However, there are multiple issues to be considered in open decision-making. The decision-making must be open not only by vote of the governors, but also the ad hoc committees. CER decisions to date have been made by federal officials, with no opportunity for the public to witness how important determinations are made, how research priorities are set, how funding decisions are made, how research gaps and methodological challenges are considered and addressed, and how non-public meetings with particular stakeholders impact decisions. Finally, the cost of any of these activities is never provided to the public, or for that matter to Congress. Further, the involvement of private contractors must be open and transparent showing their own conflicts of interest. Consequently, a more open decision-making process might enhance the credibility of these determinations and increase the acceptability.

Open decision-making also should address the issues with regards to the handling of situations where members disagree on important matters. Given the broad representation of stakeholders on the board, it is likely that disagreements will occur on matters like the methodological approaches taken in specific research efforts and the interpretation of research findings.

Open decision-making is essential specifically for the methodological process. The expert advisory panel, including patient subgroups, should provide advice on research designs and protocols, and it requires that a methodologic committee develop standards for conducting CER that account for and evaluate patient subpopulations. However, the deficiencies at the present time exist even in understanding randomized control trials, their subgroups, and placebo control and nocebo hyperalgesia. Further, the attention must be focused on effectiveness rather than efficacy, and, as much as possible, away from strict adherence to academic centers and placebo controlled randomized double-blind trials, unless the institute is focused on eliminating the entire medicine.

Further, the institute must follow the same rules and regulations for all interventions considered in the research rather than continue to change for each regulation based on their own interpretations and following the recommendations of the methodology committee only when it is convenient.

5.0 Impact of PCORI and CER

The CBO report states that to affect medical treatment and reduce health care spending, the results of comparative effectiveness analysis would ultimately have to change the behavior of doctors and patients (103). Further, for any large-scale changes to occur, CER would have to generate new findings for a substantial number of medical conditions, which may take many years. To have the maximum effect on behavior, these findings would then have to be incorporated into the incentives for providers and patients, a process of adjustment that might also take time.

Health policy-makers and health care advisors foresee that there is a potential for savings on health care; however, predicting the impact CER could have on health care spending is difficult. In essence, research could show some of the denied treatments are effective; then there would be a public outcry. CER could also cause spending to increase on treatments already considered effective, but not used as extensively as recommended protocols indicate. Even then, new research on comparative effectiveness seems unlikely to increase the use of services that are already deemed effective. But, as shown in Fig. 1, it appears quite certain that it will decrease the utilization and the cost (222). The 10-year impact of CER has been shown to illustrate approximately $368 billion in systemwide savings.

The PCORI in essence may provide the support for private and public payors to implement cost-effective measures based on CER, no matter how deficient it may be. Consequently, private insurers may not cover drugs, devices, or procedures that were found to be less cost effective. Alternatively, insurers could require enrollees to pay some or all of the additional costs of more expensive treatments that were shown to be less effective or less cost-effective, also known as value-based insurance design.

5.1 The Impact of Well Established Comparative Effectiveness Research's Programs

NICE is the best known example of an agency that assesses medical treatments and is most praised by policy-makers and promoters of national health care and
criticized by many sectors of public groups and physician groups in the United States. NICE has published appraisals of over 100 specific technologies, guidance on the use of over 200 medical procedures, and about 60 sets of treatment guidelines (223). If NICE approves a drug, device, or procedure, it must be covered by the NHS, but local health authorities make coverage decisions about treatments that NICE has not yet evaluated. With a staff of about 200 and an annual budget of over $60 million, NICE does not fund new clinical trials or other forms of primary data collection. Instead, it commissions systematic reviews of existing research on clinical effectiveness and combines those findings with models of cost-effectiveness. Clinical trials are funded by the British Ministry of Health, but data on total spending in the United Kingdom for research on comparative effectiveness are difficult to come by. The opponents of the British health care system and NICE criticize that NHS health care is rationed through long waiting lists and, in some cases, omission of various treatments. It has been stated that NICE at its heart is a center for health technology evaluation that issues formal guidance on the use of new and existing medicines based on rigid and proscriptive “economic” and clinical formulas (7,78). Even though the NHS is obliged to adhere to NICE’s pronouncements, criticism of NICE has been ceaseless, particularly from various patient organizations. Consequently, NICE is considered a controversial body.

The criteria by which NICE makes its decisions have been kept largely secret from the public (78). The evidence used by NICE has been systematically disputed by clinical experts who are more concerned with patient welfare than with vote-seeking, but the institute has also come under fire for not involving doctors who are active on the frontline of medicine (224). In the past year or so the NHS and NICE have been undergoing a transformation (225-236). The criticism is analogous to the criticism which was faced in the United States by the AHRQ’s panel on mammography recommendations (67,68,117-125,237,238).

Nicholas Timmons, a public policy editor of the Financial Times in London and visiting professor and a senior associate of Nuffield, in an article in December of 2010, wrote that the United States is not alone in undertaking health system reform amid financial uncertainty. A new British government prepares for a major renovation of the NHS on which the United States is modeling upon. This is the system the PCORI is depending on. There have been numerous complaints about NICE and its dealings and in NHS in general (225,236). It has been described that NICE has managed to suppress costs at its methodology, and ignores choice and individual predilection. According to Berwick, the CMS administrator, “the decision is not whether or not we will ration care – the decision is whether we will ration with our eyes open” (21). Despite the claims that health care is poor in the United States, a 5-year survival rate for breast cancer and prostate cancer, are significantly
higher than that of England. In the United States, the survival rates for breast cancer and prostate cancer are 83.9% and 91.9% respectively, compared to 69.7% and 51.1% in England (239). Since 2000, when the labor prime minister Tony Blair made a pledge to get Britain’s comparatively low health spending up closer to the European average, NHS expenditures have been rising 6% to 7% a year in real terms. Now, the years of spectacular growth in the NHS budget are grinding to a halt. The NHS faces a budget freee in real terms for the next 4 years – likely to be the most for the system since the 1950s. Britain is facing the same problems as the United States and the system needs to produce up to $20 billion a year (US $32 billion) in savings, even as it struggles to cope with an aging population, the advance of medical technology, and other pressures faced by all health systems world wide. One of the important aspects of NICE is that they are proposing that the administrative costs of managing the NHS be slashed by 45%. Under the NHS, primary care physicians are not employed by the government, but rather function as independent contractors, whereas specialists are employed by one of the many publicly owned hospitals. A patient always has to be referred to a specialist by the primary care practitioner. However, over the years more independence has been provided to the hospitals and the specialists. In the new proposed system, family doctors will have much more say than they had in the previous years. However at the moment, these proposals are a statement of the government’s intent and have not been formally translated into legislation. However, NICE along with the NHS is facing a makeover from what we are attempting to adapt and what we have known.

Based on the controversy of NICE, as generated on quality of life issues with new health care technologies and drugs, the PCORI may not use the cost at least for now. One of the conservative health ministers said that NICE’s assessments of whether or not an intervention was cost-effective will become somewhat redundant, due to the changes coming. Thus, as far as NICE is concerned, the only thing clear at this point about NICE’s future is that nothing is clear. Unfortunately we can’t say the same about the PCORI.

In fact, it would be very tempting for federal regulators to exploit CER to ration care. This would be implemented by financially punishing physicians prescribing the “less effective” interventions with lower reimbursements or refusing to pay for them outright. Thus, if the government is prepared to go down this route, it could apply tremendous pressure on physicians to coerce them to practice to its liking. Recently, Pearson and Bach (240) advocated for such a regimen where reimbursement would be tied to the comparative clinical effectiveness of a product. However, this would be a stark deviation from Medicare’s current reasonable and necessary “bench mark.” However, private insurers do not have to follow any of these recommendations, and thus are already implementing findings of poorly performed flawed CER and many aspects of the ACA which is awaiting to be implemented in 2014. Further, it should be noted that the ACA explicitly says it should not be construed as preventing the secretary from using evidence or findings from such comparative clinical effectiveness research in determining coverage, reimbursement, or incentive programs (2-4). Thus, the PCORI will recommend treatment regimens for the standard patient. These recommendations, coupled with reimbursement changes, could easily pave the way for government dictating to patients the medicines, tests, procedures, and medical interventions they can and cannot have, irrespective of willingness to pay for an individual preference. This one-size-fits-all approach could replace the professional judgement of the physician actually examining and talking to the patient with rules set by regulators in Washington. Consequently, such an approach may control rising costs, but would not “bend the cost curve,” but arbitrarily would flatten it (7).

Thus, due to multiple uncertainties and differences even in established programs, American physicians consider comparative effectiveness as problematic. Further, the application of CER is much more primitive with surgical techniques, interventional procedures, and multiple devices. Finally, the unlimited powers granted to the DHHS and their organizations controlled by the administration rather than Congress remain a major issue.

6.0 The Present State of CER in the U.S.

In recent publications it was illustrated that adverse events in hospitals based on IOM standards do not accurately measure them (48). It is well known that improving patient safety continues to be a priority for both policy makers and health care providers. As a result, during the 10 years since the publication of the IOM’s landmark report, To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System, there have been numerous initiatives to improve the safety of patient care in the United States (49-52). Since then, several studies have reported on the often
resource-intensive interventions intended to improve the safety and reliability of care (50-52). Many studies have attempted to evaluate the safety of US health care overall. Some emphasize great progress, and others highlight how much more work is to be done. However, none of these studies have taken into consideration the cost and cost-benefit ratio of these interventions. In a study of hospitals in North Carolina showed a high rate of adverse events that has not changed over time, despite notable efforts in the state to improve the safety of in-patient care, at ever-increasing costs (53-55). Clau-son et al (48) have described that the key challenge has been agreeing on a yardstick for measuring the safety of care in hospitals (56), despite multiple tools and the ever-expanding costs with regulations not only from government agencies, but also from accrediting bodies (241,242). An IOM-sponsored review noted that while entry reporting systems missed many significant adverse events, and it called for the development of other methods for measuring patient safety (243). Consequently, multiple instruments have been developed including automated reviews. Most of them, even the ones that applied by the Harvard Medical Practice Study, have been shown as either lacking sensitivity, too expensive, or extremely labor intensive without providing appropriate data (57-59,244-246). Yet, another tool was developed by the Institute for Health Care Improvement, namely the Global Trigger Tool (60). Utilizing this sensitive tool after many years and expenses illustrated not only that all the measures have not improved the care by reduc-ing the adverse events in hospitals but, adverse events in hospitals may be 10 times greater than previously measured (48), with overall adverse events occurring in one-third of hospital admissions. This spectacular conclusion was based on a retrospective review of 795 patient records. Adverse events occurred in 33.2% of hospital admissions, some patients experiencing more than one adverse event, the overall rate was 49 events per 100 admissions. Patients who experienced adverse events were older and had a higher mortality, longer hospital stay, and a higher case-mix index, which measures the characteristics of patients treated based on resource use and intensity of care, than patients without an adverse event. However, what is ignored is the conflict of interest of these authors who are all employed by the organization which developed the tool and will probably provide at a modest cost.

The second case in point regards to the infection control and the role of CER. A commentary about infection prevention in CER (61) described that health care-acquired infections, particularly those due to antimicrobial-resistant bacteria, have received significant attention in recent years. In fact, CMS and other agencies have established rigid controls on many of the aspects of infection control even including ambulatory and in-office procedures that are simple injections, not requiring a skin incision (62-67,247). The institution of strict and extended infection control programs costs the federal government millions of dollars and cost hundreds of thousands of dollars for each practice and hospital to implement. These are based on spotty evidence, without appropriate epidemiological surveys, resulting in regulations without any evidence. This may have created many incentives and jobs for personnel for inspection purposes and to implement enhanced infection control measures, and for interested parties, it has become a cottage industry.

In fact, as of 2011, it has been shown that an evidence-based intervention bundle did not reduce surgical site infections (248). They concluded that the bundling of interventions, even when the constituent interventions have been individually tested, does not have a predictable effect on outcome. Thus, they recommend yet another formal testing of bundled approaches prior to implementation. In a commentary (249), the overall rate of surgical site infection was 45% in the extended arm of the study and 25% in the standard arm. Most of the increased number of infections in the extended arm were superficial incisional surgical site infections. Kim (249) commented that improvements in surgical care can take several forms: major advances that revolutionize the field; incremental improvements; and seemingly better practices that are later abandoned. Even though patients treated with the extended bundle fared significantly worse than patients not receiving the bundle, having a higher rate of surgical site infections, Kim (249) commented that although a neutral result from this trial might be understandable, an adverse effect of these combined interventions is counterintuitive because individually each of these interventions has been thought to reduce wound infections. For example, the Institute for Health Care Improvement has recommended bundles of interventions to prevent central line infections and ventilator-associated pneumonia (250). This is the same institute that developed the Global Trigger Tool as illustrated above (48). In another study of intervention to reduce transmission of resistant bacteria in intensive care (251), expanded barrier precautions or interventions as compared with the existing practice (control)
showed the interventions to be ineffective in reducing the transmission of methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant enterococcus (VRE).

Along similar lines, potential flaws of randomized trials of vitamin supplements have been described (252). The extensive research on vitamin D even then it is considered not ready for prime time. Further, dietary reference intakes for vitamin D established by the IOM, charging with determining the population needs for vitamin D in North America, fail to play any roles in outcomes beyond bone health, including, cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and autoimmune disorders (253). The researchers failed to take into consideration their own results of publications which provide contradictory results (254). In a best-evidence review of diagnostic procedures for neck and low back pain Rubinstein and van Tulder (254) provided strong evidence for certain diagnostic interventions; however, these were never taken into consideration. Finally, the broadened scope of nursing practice and empowering them to do multiple procedures is not based on evidence-based practice, but based on legislation rather than education (255). The skepticism is based on previous experiences and regulations with increasing preventable errors, infection rates, which have not been reduced by increasing regulations and in fact increasing the costs and eventually may reduce quality and access to care. Further, numerous challenges have been described with CER and its application (256-262).

Further, all concerned with CER may fall onto rigid efficacy studies with randomized control trial and its misinterpretation of active control trials. Based on flawed evidence, commentators in the New England Journal of Medicine (79) described that without randomized trials, ineffective and costly treatments with risks and complications would continue to be administered largely because the alternative treatments are disappointing. They also considered that CER won't always yield definitive conclusions about therapies effectiveness and individual patients might benefit despite disappointing results in randomized trials. However, such statements and facts are never taken into consideration when making the recommendations. In addition, family planning as a cost-saving preventive health service (263) illustrates that in 2001, an estimated 3.1 million pregnancies were reportedly unwanted or mistimed, and by 45 years of age, nearly half of US women will have had an unintended pregnancy. Authors recommend family planning services, etc. which have been present for several years with numerous entitlement programs which may or may not provide incentives or disincentives, once again illustrating regulatory fixes are always not effective.

7.0 Impact on Interventional Pain Management

The major impact on interventional pain management would be a lack of interventional pain management clinicians on panels evaluating interventional techniques for comparative effectiveness and panels making recommendations for coverage or lack thereof. It is a common practice in interventional pain management to perform systematic reviews and prepare guidelines by a host of physicians considered peers and clinicians, even though these physicians are only methodologists, unaware of many of the clinical elements of interventional pain management. The lack of understanding of technical aspects of interventional techniques, placebo analgesia, and nocebo hyperalgesia, and methodological flaws based on conflicts of interest are major drawbacks. Consequently, the validity of any evaluation will be considered invalid or mostly focused on benefits for the guideline preparer (30-41,72,75,132-138,143-148).

7.1 Interventional Pain Management Under NICE

Multiple evaluations and publications related to interventional pain management have been published by NICE (264-270). These evaluations essentially confirm the fear and uncertainty of American interventionalists. NICE (264), in conjunction with the National Collaborating Centre for Primary Care (NCC-PC) and Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP) (265), developed guidelines for early management of persistent non-specific low back pain. However, these have been inappropriately applied for chronic persistent low back pain.

The evidence statement provides that searches were carried out to identify any form of injection for the lower back; however, only data on facet joint, prolotherapy, and intradiscal injections were identified. It was very surprising that such a search criteria should fail to identify numerous treatments, including multiple guidelines and systematic reviews. Consequently, it appears that evidence synthesis is suboptimal with inappropriate application from one evaluation to another, such as from non-specific acute low back pain to chronic persistent specific low back pain. Among the interventional procedures, NICE has provided positive...
evidence for spinal cord stimulation for chronic pain of neuropathic or ischemic origin (271).

7.2 PCORI and CER in the U.S.

CER in the United States is confused with EBM. Though both are similar, there are some differences. Further, it is controlled by a few people in the country who are intermingled with the Cochrane Review Group and others in the United Kingdom and other countries. Tragically, they fail to utilize appropriate methodological principles and lack accountability and transparency. Most organizations only discuss the process, never their deficiencies and conflicts of interest, while they discuss the conflicts of interest of others.

Multiple organizations, either for-profit or not-for-profit, are vested in CER. Even though these organizations may appear as not-for-profit, they do have a business to run including payroll and maintenance. Conflicts of interest range from the origin of the funding to the final use. The majority of the funding comes from either manufacturers or insurers with divergent philosophies. The authors regularly fail to disclose their incomes and how they have been derived which creates conflicts of interest. As an example, the Washington State Health Authority System has produced numerous guidelines, some entirely without public input. Their recent spinal injections guidelines were evaluated by Spectrum Research by only one physician. This produced controversial guidelines, without information on the cost and the benefits derived by the company and the participants (73,76). None of the peer review suggestions were taken into consideration, though the analysis was flawed (75). Further, the open-discussion forums were avoided although they finally were heard with substantial restrictions. The final decision by the committee took into consideration only what was presented by Spectrum Research, which was totally flawed and biased and some individual presentations. Understandably, the committee members neither have time nor resources to review the evidence themselves; however, at least they could have reviewed the peer review reports and the reports from others. One of the members of this organization is also on the Board of Governors of the PCORI, even though, this individual's expertise is related to administration.

Numerous divergent guidelines and interpretations with the same evidence yielding different results by different groups have been presented. This has been frequently illustrated by the authors who are consistently negative about interventional pain management.

In fact, reassessment of Chou and Huffman's evaluation (132), illustrates that they have utilized multiple studies inappropriately and have excluded appropriate studies. Also, Chou and Huffman failed to eliminate their bias in their study evaluations.

Further, the integrity assessment showed deep concerns that the APS guidelines (40,41) illustrating significant methodologic failures which raise concerns about transparency, accountability, consistency, and independence due to not only methodology, but conflicts of interest.

Another prime example is American College of Occupational Medicine Practice Guidelines which have been reassessed (72,137,138). It has been concluded that the ACOEM guidelines on chronic pain and low back pain lack applicability in modern patient care due to the lack of expertise by the developing organization — ACOEM; lack utilization of appropriate and current EBM principles; and lack significant involvement of experts in these techniques, resulting in a lack of clinical relevance. Thus, Manchikanti et al (72) concluded that this may result in reduced medical quality of care; may severely hinder access to appropriate, medically needed and essential medical care; and finally, may increase costs for injured workers, third party payors, and the government by transferring the injured worker into a non-productive disability system. Contrary to ACOEM's conclusions of insufficient evidence for most interventional techniques, the reassessment results showed extensive deficiencies illustrating evidence different from that published in their manuscripts.

In contrast, rigorously performed evidence-based guidelines for interventional techniques by ASIPP (30) with multiple supporting documentation of these guidelines (154-160) and 21 systematic reviews (150,161-179,272) utilized strength of evidence as assessed by USPSTF criteria using 5 levels of evidence ranging from Level I to III with 3 subcategories in Level II and quality of individual articles, and quality of systematic reviews as described by Cochrane Review and AHRQ criteria (273,274). With adherence to evidence-based principles and strict criteria applying methodology, clinical knowledge, and relevance, these guidelines' conclusions were quite different from ACOEM, ODG, and APS guidelines.

Numerous systematic reviews also have been published in interventional pain management in the U.S. and abroad. Similar to guidelines, the systematic reviews also arrive at different conclusions utilizing the same evidence due to methodological flaws, bias, and lack of clinical knowledge (150-153,161-179,272,275-288).
8.0 Conclusion

The PCORI should not only outline the principles of transparency, independence, stakeholder involvement, but also, nondiscrimination of the evidence. The historic and transformational ACA continues to be profoundly troubling for some and controversial for many. There is lack of understanding in the public about what this law does and its effects. It appears that it will result in insurance for many and coverage for few. Consequently, the national debate over the ACA has raised hurdles to the implementation on dissemination of CER by creating public skepticism over the mission and value of CER, and consequently the PCORI. Supporters believe that the central thrust of the CER mission as outlined in the law is one that should command broad support to improve health care for individual patients by finding more effective ways to treat illness and deliver care. This is promising in the opinion of some, whereas it creates a perfect storm in medicine for others.

The PCORI for the first time, at least on the paper, brings together many stakeholder representatives including patients, consumers, and care-givers, and they will be the decision-makers. However, as with all the government agencies, the PCORI, even though considered as a private organization, suffers the same drawbacks and deficiencies, with the continued involvement of the AHRQ, NIH, and IOM with their well known conflicts of interest and inability to produce any useful accepted CER in the past.

The supporters are starting to promote CER and its mission, that the PCORI must take a visible leadership role and make bold decisions. However, the skeptics and opponents have a different view and are even considering its elimination (263-271).
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